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ANALYSIS OF A PROBLEM IN REMOTE 
RADIATION PYROMETRY 

INTRODUCTION 

Radiation pyrometers have 

temperatures exceeding; 1000 F. 

pyrometers have been developed 

from 100 to 1000 F with target 

five feet or less. 

The location of high-resi 

lonr; been used to measure 

Recently, radiation 

(4, p.23-26) for the ran:e 

to instrument distances of 

stance rower transnission 
line joints presents a uniciue problem in the field of 

lon-rane radiation pyrometry. Measurement of the 
resistance of a joint necessitates removal of the joint 

from service. Measurement of the temperature of the joint 

with the line in service and subseauent calculation of its 

resistance would reduce service interruptions and inspec- 

tion costs. The rurpose of this paper is to discuss the 

problems of low-temperature, long-range radiation 

pyrometry and present the results of sorne simple ex- 

peririonts ïn this field. 

SCOPE 

Radiation pyrometers are of two enera1 types. Total 

radiation pyrometers are those which measure the overall 

intensity of radiation from the taret at all wave lengths 

simultaneously. Selective radiation pyrometers are those 

which measure the intensity of radiation in a narrow wave 
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lenrth interval. Optical pyrocters are of the latter type 

and doend for measurement uoon matching the color or 

brightness of an incandescent target against the color or 

brightness of a reference standard. Radiation from sources 

at temperatures below 1000 F Is not visible. The score of 

this pafler is limited to discussion of total radiation 
pyrometry and the suggestion of an alternate method for 

determining the resistance of transmission lino joints. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

All bodies emit enery In the form of electromar;netic 
waves or quanta. Enerc;y emitted in the infrared portion 
of the spectrum is the result of thermal excitation. The 

total energy emitted increases with the terverature of the 

source and can he expressed by the Stofan-Boltzmann law, 

V: oA T4 for a perfect b1acbody (6, p.2-5), where V is 
the total enerçy emitted, A is the area from which the 
radiation occurs, T is the absolut.e or gas scale tempera- 
turo, and 0-is the Stefan-Boltzniann constant. The numeri- 
cal value of the constant varios with the units by which W, 

A, and T are expressed. For VI in watts, A in c-m2 and T in 
degrees Kelvin has the valuo of 5.735 z 1012 watt per 

cm2 deg4(6, p.5). A blaokbody is a perfect radiator which 

will emit more energy at all wave lengths than any other 
body at the same temperature, provided that the radiation 
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results from thermal ec1tat1on alone. Such a body will 

absorb all of the radiant energy falling upon it. Perfect 

h1acibodies are ap.'roached experimentally but moot radia- 

tors emit energy at lesser ratos dependent on the substance 

from which they are made. 

The ratio of the total energy emitted by a body to the 

total energy emitted by a hlackbody of equal area at iho 

same temperature is termed the emissivity, e, of the body. 

Similarly, most bodies do nol absorb all of the radiation 

falling upon ti1em. In general, bodies will absorb, 

reflect, and transmit incident radiation in varying 

do')roes. The sum of the absorbed, reflected, and trans- 

mitted oner::ios must equal the total incident energy. For 

bodies opaque to the incident radiation, reflectivity plus 

absorptivity must equal unity. It can he shown (G, p.22-23) 

that the emissivity of a body is equal to its ahsorptivty 

for blackbody radiation of the same temperature. Ficiire i 

indicates the variation of the emissivity of some cornrton 

materials with temperature and Fi[ure 2 illustrates the 

effect of surface conditions on the eriissivity of copper. 

The transmis3ivity of a body or a material varies 

with its thickness and the wave ien:th of the i-icident 

radiation, Window lass which is transparent to visible 

radiation is quite opaque to infrared radiation of wave 

len:th greater than 2 microns, while other materials 
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opaque to visible radiation are quite transparent to 

infrared radiation of long wave length. 

The design of a radiation pyrometer for a particular 

a'plication must proceed on the basis of the fundamentals 

thus far established. To successfully measure the tempera- 

ture of a power transmission line joint, the pyrometer must: 

1. Porforiíq at distances of the order 

of 100 feet. 

2. Distinguish joint radiation from 

that of the sun, clouds, nd sky. 

3. 13e readily portable. 
4. Operate efficiently and reliably. 

The total energy emitted by the joint determines the 

sensitivity recniircd of the pyrometer. For example, lot 

it be desired to measure the temperature of a tarnished 

copper joint 1.6 inches in diaeter nd 24 incies in 

length from a distance of 100 feet. Suppose further that 
tlie minimum detectable temperature be 30 0 or 303 K. 

Total joint area = 1.3 in. x 2.54 cn/in. xx 24 in. 
x 2.54 cm/in. 

778 cm2. 

Energy radiated = e A T4 

5.735 x 10-12 watt/cm2 dog4 

x 775 cm2 x (303 K)4 

= 16.1 watts. 
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The value of e in the ecivation is taken from Fiure 2. 

Converted to encineerin tcrms, this power ecuals a heat 

rate of 55 Btu/hr. 

Since this radiation expands in all directions from 

the joint, some approxiuiations must be made regarding the 

ond conditions. If the joint viere sufficiently long, the 

energy radizted fron the central 24-inch section could be 

considered as n ever-expanding cylinder just 24 inches in 

length. In the actual case, however, the joint is only 24 

inches iii length and the energy radiated expands in the 

form of a sphere which greatly reduces the concentration 

in a unit area at a distance from the joint. If the con- 

ductor extending from the joint were made of co<:rer or 

aluminum, it would be reasonable to conclude that the 

conductor itself would be near joint temperatiire for sorne 

distince on either sido of the joint. To approximate the 

concentration of energy at the location of the pyrometer 

or receiver, assume that the joint radiation expands in a 

sphere having a cone removed from each end of a d1ameer 

parallel to the joint. Let the apex anrle of those cones 

be 30 degrees. The remaining surface area, S, of a sphere 

of 100 ft radius thon becomes: 
() 

s 4çrr'- - the hase area of the cones 

= 41r(lOO ft)2 - 2 (100 ft sin 15 dog)2 z 2 x-rI' 

117,500 sa ft. 
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This area converted to metric units is equivalent to 

108,500,000 The energy radiated from the joint Is 

uniformly distributed over taís area and results ifl an 

energy cczacentration or flux of 1G.). watt/1O8,500,000 cm2 

or 1.403 x 1O' watt/cm2. Radiation of ttLs :eeble In- 

tensity villi not produce a measurable ctange In any known 

material. Iecourse rnst be h .. ad to optical nans for con- 

centratin the energy from a 1are area upon a small 

receiver or etectin elennt, Presumablcr, either a lens 

or a mirror could collcct sufí'icient oner hut a lens 

cystem would have several disadvautaes, Table I indicates 
the transmiusion characteristics of various optical 
ina;erials nd their aproximate transmission values over 

their useful rano, Fito 3 indIcates the sectral onery 
distribtitlon from a blackbody at various tempezatres. Al- 

though several of the materials in Table I ould satisfy 
ti transmission requiro'ients illustrated by Piire 3, 

calcium fluorido is beet suited due to Its Insolubility 

In water and its hardness which would iermlt clean in' of 

the iena. Unfortunately, chromaic aber'at Ion of such a 

lens would present a dIfficult problem due to the iaro 
variation of the refractIve index with wave longth. It IS 
apparent from the foregoing considerations that a mirror 

for this application must he of the front surface typo. 



TABLE I. ANSMISSION RAiGES OF VARIOUS OPTICAL MATERIALS (5, p.206) 

TÏofu1 Approxinate Approxinat 
Wave Length Transmis3ion Cut-Off 

Ran2e, Over Useful Wave Lentiì, 
Optical Material Microns Range: Microns Authority 

Calcium fluoride 0.2 - lo 90 12 
Class (in (eneral) 0.3 - 1 90 3. 

Lithiuin fluoride 0.1 - 5 50 8 
Potasjurn bromide 0.2 - 22 90 30 
Pyrex 0.35 - 2.5 90 2.5 
C?uartz 0.2 - 3 90 '7 

Rocksalt O.. - 12 95 21 
Silver chloride i - 20 30-80 25 
Sylvite 0.3 - 20 80 24 
Thallium bromido-lodide 2 - 30 70 70 

W. Vi. Cohientz 
Corning Glass 
Hahaw Labora to rie s 
Harsw Lahoratorie s 
Corning Glaes 
W. W. Coblentz 
W. W. Coblentz 
H. C. Kremors 
W. W. Cobientz 
O. F. Tuttle and 
P. H. Lg1i 
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RADIATION DETECTORS 

A general list of radiation detectors would include: 
thermocouple s , boloreterr. , pneunia t io Iiea t cl et ecthr s , vane 

radiometers, phospllor3, photographic eirnflions, photo- 

oriissive electron tubos, photoconductive cells, photovoltaic 
coils and lead sulfide cells. Of these, bolorneters, thermo- 

couples, vane radiometers and lead sulfide cells are 
sensitive in the ïave li'th rance from 2 to 15 nicrons. 
The ld sulfide cell cuts off at 3 microns unless cooled 

in liquid hydrogen and a vano radiometer with auf ficient 

sensItivity would be too delicate for portable field use. 
The boloineter, invented by Langley In 1081 (7, p.378), 

ccisists of a snail elec;rical conductor vîhose resistance 

changes 'iIth temperature. In operation the conductor Is 
exposed to the radìtion boing studied and the resultant 
temporatue rise of the conductor alters the current 
flowing in the measuring circuit. In practice two con- 

ductors are arran'ed in the measuring circuit. One of the 

conductors Is exposed to the radiation and one is sielded. 
The shielded conductor provides compensation permitting 

the system to be independent of ambient temperature The 

most recent and most sensitive detector of this type was 

deve1oed during World War II by the Bell Telêphone 

Laboratories (1, p.711-725). This detector, known a a 

thermistor, ía a semiconductor composed of slntered 
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powders of nickel, cobalt, and mananese oxides, The 

thomiator has a high negativo temperature coefficient of 

resistivity (-4% per deg C) and a low heat capacity. The 

rapid response of this detector pernits chopping of the 

radiation by moans of a whirlinT, sector disc to produce an 

alternating c-urent output which can be readily amplified. 
Theriistors are currently bein manufactuod by the Servo 

Corporation of America, 20-20 Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde 

Park, New York. The data of Table II viere frni shed in a 

letter by Mr. He:iry Biackatone, President of the Servo 

Corporation. Fi:ure 4 illustrates an aprlication of the 

thermistor to infrared spectrometry. 

Th'rnocouplos connected in series to foii thermopiles 
were used nearly a century ago in the measurement of 

radiant energy (6, p.191). In practice, the hot junctions 
of all thermocouples in the thermopile are exposed to the 

radiation and the cold junctions arc shielded. Althoui 

many metals produce measurable thermal electromotive forces 
for slight differences of temperature hetwei hot and cold 

junctions, the minute temperature rise of the hot junctis 

to be expected in the pyromoter aplication dictates the u 
of the most sensitive couple metals available. One of the 

most sensitive couple combinations is that of bismuth and 

antimony. Unfortunately, the extreme brittleness of anti- 
mony makes the fabrication of a sensitive thermopile from 



TABLE II. SL1WOTHRM THERI.tISTOR BOLOETERS 

Servotherm Type BO i BG i BAl 
Wostern Electric 

Designation V-664 V-649 V-652 

Roce iver Flake Blackened Blackened Dia ckene d 

Ther:îa1 Sink Cuartz G1a3s Air-Spaced Tiotal 

Flake Size: 
Length 2.5 rri 2.5 ntn 2.5 mm 
Width 0.2 mm 0.2 mm 0.2 mm Thcknoss 0.010 min 0.010 mm 0.010 mm 

Flake Resitaneo 
at 25 0 apnrox 3 inegobma 3 meohms 3 ntegohrns 

Feak appliocl voltate 
at 25 C 350 to 400 225 to 250 130 to 100 

Sensitivity* 
vor:s/i'i.cident watt ap'rox 150 200 350 

Timo Constant, 
seconds 0.003 to 0.005 0.005 to 0.003 0.020 to 0.040 

For a bias voltage 0.6 peak voltage and interruption of mfra-red boam at 
15 eps. 

I-J 

Ci 
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this contbinatlon a difficult task and the finished thermo- 

pile undoubtedly v:ould not be able to WÎthStLfld the shocks 

to be expecto3 in a portable field instrument. The coribi- 

nation of si1vei and bismuth, thou:h loss sensitive than 
the bisiuth-ntiniony combination, has good mechanical 

properties and low electrical resistance which permits the 

use of many junctions in the thermopile. Data in the 

literature concerning the sensitivities of thermopiles are 

usually expressed in relative values rather than the 
absoluto values of volts rer incident watt. . Rosenfield 

of the Field Electrical Instrument Company supoliod the 

following data typical of their Toe R thcrmocounle: 

Thermocouple 

Receiving Area 

Number of hot 
junctions 

Resistance, ohms 

Sensitivity, 
microvîatts/sq cm 
per microvolt 

- Field Electrical Instru- 
ment Company designa- 
tion, Type R 

- 4sqnnn 

-1 
- 6.44 

- 14.9 
The sensitivity of tlui couple can be comparad to that of 
thermistor Type BA 3. by convortin.; their sensitivities to 
the same terms. The sensitivity of thermistor Type i 

would be the equivalent of 1.75 microwa.ts per sq ein per 

rriicrovolt. The signal generated by thermistor Type BA i for 

a radiant energy intensity of one watt per sq cm would be 
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0,57 volts. The s1nal ;enerated by the Type R therino- 

couple for the same radiant energy !ntensity would he 

0.067 volt. A thernopile consisting of ten Type R couples 
in series would have a sensitivity roughly equal to that 
of the tIrrnistor. 

The design of the pyroroter is directly dependent 

upon the available instriixnìts for measuring the signal 

generated by the detecting elnent. Laboratory a1vano- 

rioters capable of measuring very minute cirents can be 

readily obtained but such a galvanometer would be much too 

delicate for use in the field. This difficulty can he over- 
conic by meanc of an electronic circuit which will amplify 
the sigral from the detecting element to such an extent 
that it can be measured by a fairly rurjed, portable 

microaiitieter. After the minimum measurable sial has been 
establIshed, the mirror dimensions can he readily estimated. 

T}.ie imane of the power line joint formed at the focus 
of the mirras must be great enough to entirely overlap the 
receiving area of the detecting element at the greatest 

joint-to-instrument distance to be encountered if the 
pyrometer is to function independently of distance. As the 

target-to-instrunnt distance increases, the radiation 

intensity decreases in agreement with the inverse scuare 

rule but the image size decreases in the same roportions 
so that the energy concentration incident upon the detector 
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villi remain the same. The size of the ima-e produced b 

a parabolic mirror is a function of the focal length. For 

fixed target dimen8io.:s and taret distance, the image 

dirnsions will increase with increasing focal lenr;ths. To 

achieve t1 least serviceable mirror diameter, the sensitive 
element should be made as small as possible and its shape 

should be the same a s that of the image. 

FA C TORS AFFECTI1 G PThOMETÏR CALIBRATI ON 

The chief factors influencing the calibration of such 

a pyrometer are solar radiation, joint emissivity and 

humidity. Solar radiation reflected to the pyrometer by 

clouds or minute particles in the atmosphere would probably 
be much ¿reater than the joint radiation. Some means must 

be provided for eliminating the effects of solar radiation 
lest the pyrometer indicato the apparent toniperatuire of 

the sky rather than true temperature of the joint. Solar 
radiation, originatinr. as it does from a sau'ce of very 
high temperature, has a very short wave length compared to 

the wave length of radiation from a source at temperatures 
below 500 F, 

The effect of short wave length radiation can be oli- 
minated by placing the sasitive element behind a filter 
opaque to wave lengths shorter than the wave lengths 
emitted by the line joint. Gold black deposited on a thin 
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film of cellulose nitrate will transmit 90 ror cent of all 
incident radiation in the wave length rnge from 3 to 15 

microns but will have a sharp cut-off at i micron (2, p.582). 

Several filters aolicable to a range of s1 co'iditions 
could he developed and used in much the sne fashion as 

hotographic fiiter3. 
Joint eiiissivii;ies, though uncontrollable, could be 

expected to reach constant values after several years of 

service. Experimental determination of joint entissivity 
as a function of length of service could provide a reason- 

able calibration guide. Collection of soot and foreign 

material from railroad engines and industrial atmocheres 

would seriously affect joint emissivities and could thus be 

the chief source of error in tenperature dot eri:iinations on 

relatively new joints (4, p.972). 

Very few data are available in the ilteratire on 

quantitative absorption of radiation by water vapor. It is 

known, however, that radiations of wave lenths greater than 

3 microns do not reach the earth's surface due primarily to 

water vapor absorption. Fiure 5 illustrates the effect of 

humidity upon constant target temperature indications of a 

low temperature radiation pyrometer designed for sl1 
target-to-instxunnt distances. An absolute humidity of 

25 /i3 corresponds to 99 per cent relative humidity at 
00 F. Cursory ins'ection of Fi-re 5 establishes the 
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conclusion that the change in pyrometer calibration with 

changes in hinnidity will be slight due to the usual 

constancy of humidity in any climatic georaphicul area. 

More careful study of Figuxo 5 produces the alarming con- 

clusion that the pyrometer indications could not be made 

truly independent of sighting distance. A 50 per cent 
chango in sijiting distance would aprarently change the 

instrument indication 5 to 10 per cent as a result of the 

change in the volume of water vapor through which the 

radiation must pass. 

PYH0ME'TIRS NOVJ IN USE 

The Hydro-Electrie Power Coiîunision of Ontario develop- 

ed the first line joint pyrorter during 1947-43 (4, p.969- 

970). This instruint employed a thermistor e1ennt located 

at the focus of an 6-inch diameter precision polished front 

surface mirror, and a radiation chopper operating at 15 ops. 

The radiation chopoer consists of a whirling sector disc 

driven by a constant speed, battery-ooerated electric motor. 
With this arrangement, the thermistor element is heated 

cyclicly d cools by virtue of its small size each time 

the radiation is interrupted. The output of the thermistor 
thus becnes a 15 cycle scuare wave ;iich is easily ampli- 
fied, The sector disc has a second major purpose. The 

choppinn disc is nade of materials opaque to long wave 
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].enth rac9lation but transparent to the visible and near 

Infrared waves. The latter are thus not modulated by the 

disc arid prothce only i steady d-c heatinG component which 

is not; amplified by the tunod amplifier. Several discs 

( 1a s s , ml ca , qua rt z ) app ropria te t o var ious k y co nd i ti ons 

enable the instrrrnont to measure joint temperate rather 
than the apparent sky temperature. This intrinont has an 

iinpres!ive service record &id accuricies of C are claim- 

ed. The nmjor source of error in ternporatue iasurement 
1s believed to be the variation of joint emis±vities, The 

Hydro-Electric Povrer Ccimission of Jntar10 has conducted an 

extensive invest1ation of joint failures, joint resistances 
and joint temperatures. In the cose th!s vest1 . ation 
it was learned that the temperature of a bih resistance 
joint vms nore dependent on wind velocity than resistance. 
Lose of heat by convection from the joint considerìb1y ex- 

coeds the loss by radiation. Joints dissipating as much 
as 150 watts were found to be operating near ambient 

temperature during moderate winds. Figure 6 illustrato s the 
effect of 1v wind velocities. Althoui wind velocities do 

not alter the pyrometer's ability to detexine joint tem- 

perature, they do defeat the ultimate purpose of teìporature 
meaureint, ud operation is limited to comparatively calm 

days. 

A pyronter employing the basic elements of the oeie 
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described is now coiriicrciaily obtciinablo from the Servo 
Corporation of America. The author corresponded with 
Mr. Henry mackstono, President of the Servo Corporation, 
requesting price quotations for thermistor bolometers and 

accessory electrical measring equipment. Mr. Blackstone's 

reply, dated May 3, 1950, is quoted here, in part, as 

follows: 

"In responso to your letter of April 25, wo are 
deta1lin below prices for Thermistor Bolometers and 
related electronic equipment. 

Delivery 
Price Schedule 

1. Bolorneters 
Type BC-1 174.00 60 days 
Type BC-i 174.00 60 days 
Type B1-1 190.00 60 days 

2. Servotherm Preamlifier 65.00 60 days 

3. Servotherm Bias and 
Power Supply 325.00 90 days 

4. Servotherm Selective 
Amplifier 460.00 90 days 

"The bolometor prices includo a cliver chloride 
or fluorothone window. Add 10e00 per unit for rock salt window and 20.00 per unit for potassiinn bromide or tRS-5 window. All of these prices are quoted on the basis of single units. Lower prices can be quoted on qu&ntity orders." 

EXPER IMEN TAL LR0METER 

The cost and complexity oÍ' the thermistor bolonieter 
arid its accessory electrical system led Professor raf to 
suest the uso of a thermopile as the dctectin element. 
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The author arranE;ed a simple experiment to establIsh or 

exclude the possibility of using a thermopile for this 
purpose. 

A PP ARA TUS 

Some trelirninary experinnts with the mirror from an 

automobile spot light indicated the need for a mirror of 

high quality. The author corresponded with several optical 
firms and received price estimates ranging from 2OO to 

l8OO for a precision Tround front surface mirror of eirht 
inch diameter and eht inch focal length. A \iar-surpius 
Navy searchlight mirror was accordingly selected. The 

mirror, a product of 3ausch and Lomb, vîas drop-for;ed from 

one-quarter inch steel plate. This mirror, 24 inches in 
diameter, has a foca]. length of 9 and 11/16 inches. A very 
sharp image was produced upon a small, ground glass viewing 

screen placed at the focus. The mirror, illustrated in 
Pigux'e 7, was mounted in a plywood frame and attached to 

a heavy steel foundation plate in such a fashion that it 
could he rotated through 360 degrees of azimuth and approxi- 
mately 30 degrees of elevation. 

Soveil unsuccessful attempts were made to construct a 

bismuth-antimony thermopile and resort was finally made to 
o. 36 chromel C and copel wires in the belief that 

measurable results from these wires would indicate the 
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Figure 7. The experiiienta1 yrometer 



potsibi11ty of using thermop11e. Several thermopi10 

con3tructod by soldering the junctions produced a very 

small reaponse from a 500 watt larap at a d1tanee of ap- 

proxiiiiately 75 foot. The thernop11e used in the test con- 

sistod of tirec welded hot junctions. The rrolding was 

accomplished by carefully soldering the cold junctions to 

brass screws evenly spaced on a bakelite ring In such a 

iniriner that the wires just touehec1 each other at the hot 

junctions. A very brief ap1icat1on cf low voltao a-o to 

the cold jïrnctions completed the yield. Te position of 
each hot jmct1on was thon caefu11y adjusted by touching 

the cold junctions with the soldering iron. AddItional 
solde was added to the cold junctions to keep thefr opera- 

ting temperature stable and alternate couples were joined 
by short lenpths of copoer wire. The completed thermopIle, 
illustrated in Fiure 8, had a total resIstance of 5.4 ohms. 

During the test, all three of the hot jimetions wei'e located 
In an area pproximate1y one min square. The couple on the 
lov:er right In Figute O was broken by the author in an 

attempt to straighten one of the viires before making the 
picture. 

The instrument used to measure the output of the 

thermopIle was an electronic micioamineter, Type 100, manu- 

factured by t W. S. L!aedonald Company of CambrIdge, 

Massachusetts. This instrument provIdes five full-scale 



F1ure 8. Experimental thermopIle. 
1agnification 3. 
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ranges of 1, 3, 10, 30, and 100 anieroamperes. The accuracy 

claimed by the maker is 3% of ful1-sc10 reading. The 

instrurnent requires a power surply of 110 volts a-c and the 

indicating meter has a rugged one-milliampere riovoment. 

An atific!a1 Tthot_jointfl was constructed by inserting 

a 1000 watt heating element in the central two-foot section 

of a four-foot length of conper tbe having outside dia- 

meter of 1.6 ±nches. The joinf was mounted in a horizontal 

attitude at the end of a 12-foot length of iron pire sun- 

ported by a three-wheeled cart which carried the ar aratus 

for controlling and recording joint temperature. The joint 
temDertt;uro was controlled by a Variac transformer. The 

surface teperat.u;'e of the joint was measured by a thermo- 

couple and automatically recorded by a Brown Electronik 

potentiometer, Figure 9 is a view of the joint 'iounted on 

the cart, and Figure 10 is a close-up of the joint itself. 

PROCEDURE 

The joint vras first located on the roof of Dearborn 

IlaU and the pyrometer located behind an open window on the 

tuird floor of the Engineering Laboratory. The sighting 

distance was approximately 100 foot. Several tests were made 

and repeated at night. The joint was then steti:ned at vari- 

ous positions along the balcony of the gineering Laboratory 



FIgure 9. Artificial "hot-joint" mounted 
on the cart vfttich carried the ternperati:o 

controlling apparatus. 



'V 

Fure 10. VIew of the test joInt fror the 
SIde seen by the promoter. The temperature 
measuring thermocouple was 1oted at the 

bright spot near the center. 
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with the pyrometer located at the west end of the balcony. 

A complete test of six rims was made at nicht. A large, 

black, cloth backdrop was supported by a crane and main- 

tained at a position 15 feet behind the joint to eliriinate 

reflections from street liçhtin. The pyxrio ter viewed 

the joint in near-total darkness to reduce he effects of 

extraneous radiations. 

RESULTS 

Daytime tests with the joint located i. the roof of 

Dearborn Hall prnduced surprising results. A background 

of blue sky produced an average thexnoi1e cirent of 70 

iicroamperes. The passage of a cloud behind the target 
increased the thermorile current in direct proportion to 

the apparent density the cloud. Even the thinnest wisp 

of cloud behind the target caused an apreciahlc increase 

and a ve dark cloud would throw the indicator off scale 
on the 100 microampere range. After several hours of ob- 

servation, the author could accurately estimate sky condi- 

tions from the instriinent reading but no effect of change 

in joint temperature could be noted, The results of the 

same oxeriment during a night of cloudy and broken skies 
yielded an average "clear-sky'1 current of three micro- 

amperes. Although the passage of clouds behind the target 

did not affect the meter reading at night, no noticeable 
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change in meter roadin 1th changing joint temperatiros 

could 1)0 detected, 

The reìu1ts of the Indoor test were rnox'e grat1fy1n. 

Fie il throwh Firure 16 indIcate the pyroter response 
for distances from 9 to i(0 foot. The erratIc apearance 

of the curve in Firme 14 rositod from a faulty heater 

connection. Fîg-e 14 is Included here to illustrate rate 

of response of the pyrometer. The curves of F1e 17 viere 
plotted from data from each of the runs to indicate the 

effect of distance on pyrometer response. Results from the 

indoor test indicate t1t failure to obtain a response from 

the outdoor test at nit could be attributed to improper 

focus±ng of the mirxr. The pyrometer was focuaed f this 

test diing the afternoon and may have been disturbed by 

student traffic prior to the test. 

C ONCLU SI ONS 

Further invotigation of thermopiles for this rurpose 

would be justified. A carefully desifned thermopIle of 

ten to twenty hot junctions could p .. reduce a reliable and 

easily measured signal for joint te?eraturos exceeding; 

the ambient toriperato. Best results could be obtained 

by housinr the thermopile in an evacuated class bulb pro- 

vicled with a window of calcium fluoride or similar material. 

The juxtions of the thermopile could easily be arranged in 
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Figure 17. 



a straiht line to aprox1mate the shape of the image. This 

arranient would necessitate some provision for aligning 
the thermopile with the imare. Such provision could ho made 

in the telescope required for si:hting the pyrneter on the 

joint. Sky radiation could be reduced by filtering all of 
the radiation reachig the thermopile but the tnperature 
of such filters would tend to riso and radiati on from the 
filters themselves would reduce their effectiveness. This 
problem mit ho solved in the design of the thermopile. 
This solution would require similar characteristics of both 
hot and cold junctions. The hot junctions would all be 

grouped together and overlaped by one-half of the image 

and the cold junctions overlaped by the remainder. The 

window material above the cold junctions would be opacue 

to joint radiation snd trsnsparent to sky radiation while 
the vrow above the hot junctions would be transparent to 
both. Sky radiation would then heat both hot snd cold 
junctions alike nd produce no effect while joint radiation 
would heat the hot junctions only. 

The use of filters for eliminating sky radiation in- 
volves observer estimation of sky conditions in selecting 
the rroper filter. Results of the nit outdoor test 
indicate that filters would not be necossar if joint 
inspections uere conducted at nicht. Night inspection 
would recire the use of a good beam lamp to obtain a sïght 
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on the joint but moro reliable results could be achieved. 

The quality of the lamp reflection from the joint might 

also indicate the condition of the surface of the joint. 
The surface condition of the joint could then be a measure 

of joint emissivity. 

The imposinc. list of variables affectin joint resIst- 
tance determinations from pyrometer readins onmts the 

author to sugest a simple and perhaps moro reliable 
method. A thin-walled aluminimi. tube four or five inches in 

diameter and four foot in 1enth could be split dovrn the 

center and equipped with a hinge at one side. Each half 

of the tube could be lined with a pro-shaped insulating 

niaterial provided with a pocket for a thermometer of the 

medIcal or maximuxi-roading type. The opon tube could be 

hoisted to the joint by meteorological balloons and steered 

into position by two mon controlling two 1ong cords of a 

non-conducting material. When the tube reached the proper 

position, a light jerk on a third cd could trip a spring 

and snap the litbo closed around the joint. An additional 
mochsnism would be necessary for roleasinp tillO tUbe fXOI11 

the joint at a signal from the ground. Such a scheme, if 
workable, would shield the joint from wind and all it to 

reach a tempeiture proportional to its resistance. Sky 

radiation, joint emissivity, humidity and distance would 

have no effect on the resistance determination. 
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